Fantasy Dance Studio offers art lessons for children.
The class is designed to incorporate the child’s development.
It also consists of several stages:
The first stage ‐ exercises to build up fine motor skills and
overall; The second stage ‐ educational games and
simulators for the improvement of attention, memory, and
logical thinking, study the properties, colors and sizes; A
required element of each class ‐ creative part, the children
draw, sculpt, or perform application.

The group of
early aesthetic
development
(3-5 years old)

Activities for children intended to explore the variety of
materials: motor development, memory, accuracy,
imagination, imaginative thinking, and feeling colors. Artistic
activity:
•
Children paint with gouache, watercolor, crayons,
and pencils;
•
Molding of clay, and salt dough;
•
Applications of paper, and natural materials;
•
Origami, three‐dimensional and flat compositions,
and patterns.

The initial group
(5-7 years old)

Middle group (8‐10 years old)
In this age group most lessons are built in a relaxed and game
manner. The atmosphere is achieved, the child feels more
relaxed and confident that opens the creative abilities and a
good mastering the material. The program includes children's
activities:
•
A case drawing and illustration;
•
Modeling, appliqué, papier‐mâché;
•
Drawing from life and imagination;
•
The original basics of composition, perspective,
chromatics;
•
Exercises to develop the creative abilities of the child;
•
Conversations about art;
•
Painting on cloth, nodular and cold batik;
•
Stained glass painting, painted ceramics;
•
Modeling of clay, plastic;
•
Wallow wool;
•
Creation of collages and paintings with the help of
auxiliary materials (thread, buttons, beads etc.)

The preparatory group & older group:
•
A case drawing and illustration;
•
Modeling, appliqué, papier‐mâché;
•
Drawing from life and imagination;
•
The original basics of composition, perspective,
chromatics;
•
Graphic works and compositions;
•
Study of the fundamentals of the portrait and
images of figures;
•
Basics of composition and decorative art.

Middle group
(8-10 years old)

The preparatory group
(11-13 years)
Older group
(13-16 years)
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